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Design Originals, United States, 2014. Book. Book Condition:
New. 269 x 211 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book. Go far
beyond ordinary colouring with creative brush markers. No
longer just for children- this is a hot craft trend. Step-by-step
instructions ensure success even if you ve had little or no artistic
training. Creative brush marker techniques go far beyond
ordinary colouring! Use brilliantly coloured markers to add
dazzling accents to handmade cards, envelopes, gift tags,
scrapbook pages or any other paper-craft project. This essential
guide teaches you fantastic brush marker techniques for
sketching, stamping, art-journaling and more. Crafting guru
Marie Browning presents simple ways to awaken your inner
artist with dual brush markers. Her step-by-step instructions
ensure success even if you ve had little or no artistic training.
You can discover the secrets of blending colours, creating
backgrounds and achieving interesting fine art effects. In no
time at all you ll be drawing enchanting DoodleDab accents in
more than 30 easy-to-learn motifs, or shading your own
Zentangle[registered] - inspired art with markers.
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It in a single of my personal favorite publication. It usually fails to charge an excessive amount of. Once you begin to
read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Mr . Da vid Fr iesen IV-- Mr . Da vid Fr iesen IV

A top quality ebook and the font employed was exciting to read. Of course, it can be enjoy, nonetheless an interesting
and amazing literature. Your life span will likely be transform once you full reading this book.
-- Phyllis Welch-- Phyllis Welch
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